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The efforts in this contribution consist in reassessing a modified Dirac equation that incorporates
a γ0γ5-Lorentz-symmetry violating (LSV) term induced as a Loop Quantum Gravity (LQG) effect.
Originally, this equation has been applied and considered as a good scenario for describing a number
of investigations on the flight time of cosmic photons and neutrinos, which suggests that the speed
of light in vacuum, in connection with the geometry that describes a granular space-time, takes
an energy-dependent form, e.g., v(E) = 1 ± E/ELSV, with ELSV ≈ 6, 5 × 1017 GeV for neutrinos.
Once LQG provides a viable way to consistently understand this picture, we pursue an analysis
of this effective Dirac equation to inspect some of its properties. These include: the derivation of
the modified fermionic propagator, attainment of the Gordon decomposition of the vector current
with minimal electromagnetic coupling to obtain information on the form factors, examination of
the non-relativistic limit of the equation, evaluation of the spin- and velocity-dependent corrections
to the Coulomb potential due to LQG effects, and the modified Hamiltonian in the low-relativistic
regime. The study of the form factors may open up paths to set up bounds on the LQG parameters
from the precision measurements of electromagnetic attributes of the charged leptons, such as their
respective electric and magnetic dipole moments.

I. INTRODUCTION

The theoretical framework of Loop Quantum Gravity
(LQG) is one of the most promising ways to inspect the
challenges of quantum gravity, which seeks to understand
the fundamental nature of the spacetime and gravity at
the quantum level [1, 2]. In LQG, the spacetime is con-
sidered to be discrete rather than continuous, which is
a departure from the smooth, continuous spacetime de-
scribed by general relativity. The theory represents the
spacetime as a network or quantum foam of intercon-
nected loops. These loops are thought to be the building
blocks of space and time at the smallest scales. The key
idea in LQG is that quantities, such as area and volume,
are quantized, meaning they come in discrete, indivisible
units. The theory uses mathematical structures called
spin networks and spin foams to describe the quantum
properties of the spacetime [3–15]. LQG is still a re-
search area in progress and it has not yet been exper-
imentally confirmed once its principals predictions and
phenomenological aspects become relevant at the order
of the Planck scale (ℓP ∼ 1019 GeV) [16–18]. However,
indirect ways to probe the soft effects of quantum gravity
at larger scales or through cosmological observations, e.g,
some experiments and observations related to cosmology
[19, 20], high-energy astrophysics [21–24], or precision
measurements [25, 26] might provide insights into LQG
phenomenology.
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The investigation on Lorentz-symmetry violation
(LSV) is another significant approach to uncover evi-
dence in the pursuit of quantum gravity, once it is also
expected to happen at the Planck scale [16, 21, 27–
29], where strong space-time fluctuations are expected
to occur. In this context, discussions related to tests
based on Modified Dispersion Relations (MDRs), using
high-energy photons available from astrophysical mea-
surements, can contribute to analyzes of possible devi-
ations compared to standard dispersion relations, indi-
cating the presence of LSV or some effects of quantum
gravity, such as LQG [21, 27, 28]. Additionally, in this
context, an important connection between the LQG and
LSV frameworks is presented in [16], where the modi-
fied Maxwell equations point vacuum birefringence. Two
other important works regarding the MDRs, characteriz-
ing dispersion relations that could indicate the existence
of the LSV, can be found in Refs. [17, 30].

In the context of MDRs, as argued in [31] at the leading
order of LSV, the modified speed of a massless particle
with energy E can be expressed as v(E) ≈ (1−ξE), where
ξ refers to the LSV scale approximately of the order of a
fraction of the Planck scale. Consequently, the velocity
difference between two massless particles with different
energies becomes apparent whenever their energies are
sufficiently high, and the discrepancies in travel time ac-
cumulate over a considerable propagation distance. As a
result, cosmic photons and neutrinos, particularly those
originating from gamma-ray bursts (GRBs), and active
galactic nuclei (AGNs) exhibiting simultaneous high en-
ergy, provide a unique window for exploring LSV during
their journeys through the Universe [21]. Regarding the
LSV exploration linked to GRBs, a comprehensive sum-
mary is provided in [31] stating that: for photons, with-
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out helicity dependence, we have v(E) = (1 − E/EγLSV),
with EγLSV ≈ 3.6× 1017 GeV, indicating that photons are
subluminal and high energy photons propagate slower
than low energy ones [32–42]; for neutrinos and anti-
neutrinos, their speeds are v(E) ≈ (1 ∓ E/EνLSV), with
EνLSV ≈ 6.5 × 1017 GeV, indicating that neutrinos and
anti-neutrinos, or Majorana neutrinos with opposite he-
licities, could be subluminal and superluminal with the
sign of the velocity variations depending on the helicities
[41–47].

In [31] the authors find out that LQG is as a good
theoretical candidate for explaining the phenomenologi-
cal suggestion of the speed variations of cosmic photons
and neutrinos picture consistently, and suggest that oth-
ers observable signals could also testify the predictions
of LQG in the future. In order to show that, they intro-
duce LQG description that consists in assuming specifics
conditions and properties for the so-called weave states,
which are semiclassical states with a characteristic length
L that describes the discreteness of the spacetime repre-
sented by this state. When the de Broglie wavelength
(λ) of a particle satisfies the condition ℓP ≪ λ, in which
ℓP = 1.61×10−35 m is the Planck length, and the charac-
teristic length L satisfies the condition ℓP ≪ L ≤ λ, one
can compute the weave state expectation of the corre-
sponding Hamiltonian of the particle and obtain an effec-
tive Hamiltonian from which we can read off the modified
dispersion relation and the speed of such particle [17, 18].
Their results can be directly related to observable phe-
nomena and conversely the phenomenological analyses
may be used to examine the description of LQG based
on wave states, leading towards better understanding of
the LQG framework and further progress of LQG theo-
ries.

Our efforts in this contribution consist in reassessing
a modified Dirac equation that incorporates a γ0 γ5-LSV
term induced as a LQG effect by [31]. The paper is struc-
tured as follows: In Section II, we present the modified
Dirac equation discussed in [31]. We provide the action,
and the modified fermion propagator associated with this
equation. The dispersion relation is reevaluated, and ad-
ditionally, we introduce the correspondent group velocity.
In Section III, we derive the positive and negative energy
solutions for this modified Dirac equation. The Section
IV focuses on obtaining the conserved current associated
with the U(1) gauge symmetry of the model. Through
minimal coupling with the electromagnetic (EM) field, we
demonstrate that this current aligns with the EM current
within the framework of modified Maxwell’s equations.
In Section V, we obtain the Gordon decomposition of
the conserved current exploring its implications. Section
VI is devoted to obtaining spin- and velocity-dependent
corrections to the Coulomb potential due to the mod-
ified current structure of the model. The Section VII
involves deriving the non-relativistic limit of the mod-
ified Dirac equation with minimal coupling. In Section
VIII, we delve into the question of renormalizability, con-
cluding that the model is super-renormalizable. Finally,

Section IX encompasses our concluding considerations.
We adopt the natural system of units, in which c =

ℏ = 1, and we use the Minkowski signature (+,−,−,−).

II. THE MODIFIED DIRAC EQUATION FROM
LQG

The modified Dirac equation emerging from the LQG
effects in the context of [31] is(

iγµ∂µ −
Ĉ

2L
γ0γ5 −m

)
ψ = 0 , (1)

where L is a characteristic length constraint by the con-
dition ℓP ≪ L ⩽ λ, in which ℓP = 1.61 × 10−35 m is the
Planck length, and λ is the de Broglie wavelength of a
particle. The Ĉ-operator is defined by

Ĉ =
κ7
2

(
ℓp
L

)Υf

ℓ2p∇2 = ξ∇2 , (2)

in which Υf is a phenomenological parameter from LQG,
κ7 is a magnitude parameter, and ξ is the combination
of these parameters that has length dimension. Thus,
it is convenient to define the quantity ϑ := ξ/(2L), with
length dimension, and consequently, all the known results
of the fermion theory are recovered in the limit ϑ →
0. The γµ-matrices are the usual 4 × 4 Dirac’s matrices
that satisfy the relations γµγν = ηµν 1 − i 2Σµν , and
{γµ, γ5} = 0. The correspondent action from Eq. (1) is

S(ψ̄, ψ) =
∫
d4x ψ̄

(
iγµ∂µ − ϑ γ0γ5 ∇2 −m

)
ψ , (3)

that, upon an integration by parts, we obtain

S(ψ̄, ψ)=
∫
d4x
[
ψ̄ (iγµ∂µ−m)ψ+ϑ (∇ψ̄)·γ0γ5(∇ψ)

]
,

(4)

where ψ̄ := ψ†γ0 is the adjoint field that satisfies the
equation

i ∂µψ̄ γ
µ + ϑ (∇2ψ̄) γ0γ5 +mψ̄ = 0 . (5)

Taking a plane wave solution ψ(x) = u(p) e−ip·x, the
modified Dirac equation in momentum space reads(

γµpµ + ϑp2γ0γ5 −m
)
u(p) = 0 , (6)

where u(p) is an amplitude in the momentum space.
The term ϑp2 appearing alongside the γ0γ5-matrix

in Eq. (6), is a CPT-violating contribution, as argued
in [48]. The CPT theorem states that CPT symme-
try arises under assumptions through the combination
of Lorentz-symmetry and quantum-mechanical assump-
tions. Then, if CPT symmetry is broken, one or more
of the assumptions necessary to prove the CPT theorem
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should not be valid. Once both Lorentz and CPT in-
variance involve spacetime transformations, it is natural
to suspect that CPT violation implies Lorentz-symmetry
breakdown. This statement was rigorously proven in [49–
51]. However, Lorentz-symmetry breaking does not nec-
essarily imply CPT violation.

To obtain the fermion propagator, it is convenient to
define the matrix D = pµγ

µ+ dµγ
µγ5−m1 that acts on

the u(p) amplitude in Eq. (6), where dµ = (ϑp2,0) is
a time-like vector whose the component depends on the
p2. Thereby, the fermion propagator is the inverse of the
D-matrix:

D−1 =
[
(p2 −m2 − d2) (m+ pµγ

µ + dµγ
µγ5)− 2(p · d)(dµγµ − pµγµγ5)− 2m ( pα dβ − pβ dα ) εαβµν Σµν

]
∆−1 , (7)

where the denominator ∆ is given by

∆ = (p2 −m2)2 − 4(p · d)2 + 2d2(p2 +m2) + d4 . (8)

The dispersion relation of the particle is the propagator’s
pole at ∆ = 0. Restricting these results to the case of the
time-like 4-vector dµ = (ϑp2,0), the fermion dispersion
relation is reduced to

4p2ϑ2p4 +
(
p2 −m2 − ϑ2p4 + 2Eϑp2

)
×
(
p2 −m2 − ϑ2p4 − 2Eϑp2

)
= 0 . (9)

The corresponding energy solutions of Eq. (9) are the
positive, +E±(p), and negative, −E±(p), energy eigen-
states, where

E±(p) =
√

p2 +m2 + ϑ2 p4 ± ϑ(p2)3/2 , (10)

that confirm the results obtained in [31]. In the rest
frame of the fermion, we have no mass splitting

E0 = m. (11)

This indicates that the (±) signals in Eq. (10) correspond
to two energy eigenstates of the same fermion.

The i-th component of the group velocity becomes

vi =
∂E

∂pi
, (12)

splitting into time and space parts, and also taking the
total differential of Eq. (9), one can show the group
velocity of the propagating wave is

vi =

[
6 (E2 −m2 − p2)

E2 −m2 − p2 − ϑ2 p4
+ ϑ2 p2 − 5

]
pi
E
, (13)

which reduces to the usual case, pi/E, whether we turn
off the LSV terms. Substituting the positive energy so-
lutions, one obtain

v± =

[
1 + ϑ2 p2 ± 6ϑ |p|√

p2 +m2 + ϑ2 p4 ± ϑ(p2)3/2

]
p . (14)

In both cases, with (+) and (−), even in the presence of
LSV terms, the expressions for the group velocities in Eq.
(14) assume the condition |vi| < 1, indicating in this case
that the causal structure of the theory is maintained.

III. THE POSITIVE ENERGY SOLUTIONS FOR
THE MODIFIED DIRAC EQUATION

From the energy eigenstates, we can obtain the positive
energy solutions for the modified Dirac equation in the
laboratory reference frame. We consider the following
plane wave solution for a free fermion ψ:

ψ(x,±s) = u(p,±s) e−ip·x =

(
ua(p,±s)
ub(p,±s)

)
e−ip·x , (15)

in which the positive energy is described by the four-
momentum fermion pµ = (E±,p), in a laboratory refer-
ence frame, and with spin projection (±s). Using this
definition, the equation field is(

E±γ
0 − piγi −m+ ϑp2γ0γ5

)
u(p,±s) = 0 . (16)

In matrix form, this equation leads to the coupled system

(E±−m)ua(p,±s)+
(
ϑp21−σ ·p

)
ub(p,±s)=0 , (17a)

(E±+m)ub(p,±s)+
(
ϑp21−σ ·p

)
ua(p,±s)=0 , (17b)

where 1 is the 2×2 identity. Thus, we obtain the relation

ub(p,±s) =
σ · p− ϑp2 1

E± +m
ua(p,±s) . (18)

Therefore, the general solution for a positive energy
eigenstate in momentum space is written as

u(p,±s) =

 1

σ · p− ϑp2 1

E± +m

ua(p,±s) . (19)

As in the case of the usual Dirac equation, we construct
the spin up solution from the amplitude

ua(p,+s) = N+

(
1
0

)
, (20)

that substituting in Eq. (18), the ub-amplitude for (+s)
is

ub(p,+s) =
N+

E± +m

(
pz − ϑp2

px + ipy

)
. (21)
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Thereby, the general solution has the form

u(p,+s) = N+


1
0

pz − ϑp2

E± +m
px + ipy
E± +m

 , (22)

where N+ is a normalization constant. Using the nor-
malization condition ū(p,+s)u(p,+s) = 2m, the N+-
constant is

N+ =

√
2m(E± +m)2

2m(E± +m) + ϑ(2pz ± |p|)p2
. (23)

The solution describing spin up is

ψ(x,+s) =

√
2m(E± +m)2

2m(E± +m) + ϑ(2pz ± |p|)p2

×


1
0

pz − ϑp2

E± +m
px + ipy
E± +m

 e−ip·x . (24)

For the case of the spin-down solution, the ua-
amplitude becomes

ua(p,−s) = N−

(
0
1

)
, (25)

and thus, we obtain

ub(p,−s) =
N−

E± +m

(
px − ipy
−pz − ϑp2

)
. (26)

The general solution for (−s) has the form

u(p,−s) = N−


0
1

px − ipy
E± +m
−pz − ϑp2

E± +m

 , (27)

where N− is the correspondent normalization constant
determined by the condition ū(p,−s)u(p,−s) = 2m.
Thereby, we obtain

N− =

√
2m(E± +m)2

2m(E± +m)− ϑ(2pz ∓ |p|)p2
, (28)

and the correspondent solution is given by

ψ(x,−s) =

√
2m(E± +m)2

2m(E± +m)− ϑ(2pz ∓ |p|)p2

×


0
1

px − ipy
E± +m
−pz − ϑp2

E± +m

 e−ip·x . (29)

The limit ϑ→ 0 recovers all known results of the usual
Dirac equation. Notice that, the normalization constants
are not equal by the introduction of ϑ-scale, i.e., N+ ̸=
N−. Consequently, the introduction of the LQG-scale
breaks the symmetry in the Dirac equation solutions, and
still includes degenerate solutions (±) in Eqs. (24) and
(29), respectively.

IV. THE U(1) CONSERVED CURRENT

Consider Ô a operator that acts of generic mathe-
matical objects A and B, such as scalars, vectors and
spinors. Throughout the text, we assume the definitions

A
←−
ÔB = (ÔA)B and A

←→
ÔB ≡ (ÔA)B − A(ÔB). Then,

assuming that the transform under global U(1) for the
matter field (ψ)

ψ 7−→ ψ′ = e−iα ψ , (30)

the fermion action in Eq. (3) is invariant. On the other
hand, if we introduce a local U(1) transformation for an
infinitesimal α-parameter, the fermion action in Eq. (3)
at first order in α is

S 7−→ S ′ = S −
∫
d4x (∂µα) ψ̄γ

µψ

+ iϑ

∫
d4x (∇α) · ψ̄γ0γ5∇⃡ψ . (31)

The variation of Eq. (31) with respect to α-parameter
yields the 4-current

Jµ = (J0, J i) =
(
ψ̄γ0ψ, ψ̄γiψ − iϑψ̄γ0γ5∂⃡iψ

)
, (32)

that satisfies the continuity equation ∂µJ
µ = 0. The

minimal coupling with the electromagnetic field is intro-
duced substituting the derivative operator by the covari-
ant derivative operator ∂µ 7−→ Dµ = ∂µ + ieAµ. The
new action for the QED is

S =

∫
d4x

[
− 1

4
FµνF

µν − eAµψ̄γµψ

− iϑeA · ψ̄γ0γ5∇⃡ψ + ϑe2A2 ψ̄γ0γ5ψ

+ ψ̄
(
iγµ∂µ − ϑ γ0γ5 ∇2 −m

)
ψ

]
, (33)
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which includes a new quartic coupling involving the
quadratic vector potential with the fermions fields. Since
the Bianchi identity is the usual expression, one can ver-
ify that magnetic Gauss and Faraday-Lenz laws are un-
changed. Also the electric Gauss law is protected, once
the new current does not affect the electrical charge den-
sity

∇ ·E = −eψ† ψ . (34)

Just the Ampère-Maxwell law is modified by the spatial
current density

∇×B = ∂tE+eψ̄γψ−2ϑe2Aψ̄γ0γ5ψ+ieϑψ̄γ0γ5∇⃡ψ .
(35)

The displacement current on the right-hand side of Eq.
(35) coincides with the spatial part of U(1) current in
Eq. (32). Thereby, we can conclude that the conserved
U(1) and the electromagnetic current is the same in this
approach.

Substituting the solutions given by Eq. (19) in the
spatial current density of Eq. (32), we obtain the result
in the momentum space

J =
1

E± +m
u†a(p

′)

{[
1− ϑ2

2
(q2 + ℓ2)

]
ℓ− (q × σ)

− ϑ

2
q2 σ − ϑ

(
ℓ2

2
δij − ℓi ℓj

)
σj

}
ua(p) , (36)

where we have omitted the spins projections (±s), and
also have defined the photon’s transfer 3-momentum
q = p′−p, and the total 3-momentum ℓ = p+p′. Since
the term proportional to ϑ2 is too small, the only contri-
bution of a granular space-time in the current comes from
a helicity-type interaction with respect to the transfer
momentum q, and a projection of the spin on ℓ-direction.

V. THE GORDON DECOMPOSITION

In this Section, we introduce the Gordon decomposi-
tion procedure for the modified Dirac equation, in which
the interpretation of the current coupled to the electro-
magnetic field is an important key to understand the form
factors, as well as the electron’s magnetic and electric
dipole momentum. In order, we must emphasize that
the conserved current of the model given by Eq. (32)
has the interesting aspect of temporal and spatial sectors
have different interpretations. This fact suggests that
the usual procedure for deducing Gordon’s identity can
no longer be applied at least to the spatial part of Eq.
(32), which differs form the usual case by the LSV terms.
Thereby, we have two Gordon identities, the first for the
time component of Eq. (32), and the second one for the
spatial part. For the current’s time-component, we go
back to the Eq. (1), whose Dirac conjugate equation for
ψ̄(x) is given by Eq. (5), and combining Eq. (1) with

Eq. (5), we multiply by γµ ψ(x) at the right-hand side
of Eq. (5), and also multiply by ψ̄(x) γ0 at the left-hand
side. By subtracting these equations, we get

J0 = − i

2m
ψ̄∂⃡tψ −

1

m
∂µ(ψ̄Σ

µ0ψ)− ϑ

2m
ψ̄γ5∇⃡2ψ , (37)

which is the Gordon identity for J0-component of the
conserved current.
For the spatial part of the conserved current, we

repeat the procedure above by multiplying by γ ψ +
iϑ (∇)γ0γ5ψ − iϑ γ0γ5(∇ψ) on the right-hand side of
Eq. (5), and also multiplying by ψ̄ γ + iϑ (∇ψ̄)γ0γ5 −
iϑ ψ̄γ0γ5∇ the left-hand side, with the LSV terms be-
ing necessary due to the new structure of the current.
Therefore, the Gordon identity for J i becomes as given
below:

J i =
i

2m
ψ̄∂iψ − 1

m
∂µ(ψ̄Σµiψ) +

ϑ

2m
(∂tψ̄)γ5∂

iψ

−2iϑ

m
(∇ψ̄) Σ0iγ5 · (∇ψ) +

iϑ2

2m
∂i(ψ̄∇⃡2ψ) . (38)

The structure of both the components of the current as
given in Eqs. (37) and (38) shall be applied in the next
Section, where we shall be calculating the interparticle
electron-electron (e−e−) non-relativistic potential medi-
ated by a photon exchange by means of an elastic scat-
tering. The role of the components of the currents will
become clear after the expression for the e−e− potential
will be written down with the spin and velocity correc-
tions on the Coulombian term.
From the action in Eq. (33), the three-vertex coupling

of the leptons current with the EM field is described by

S
(3)
int = −e

∫
d4x
[
ψ̄γµψAµ + iϑA · ψ̄γ0γ5∇⃡ψ

]
, (39)

which, in the momentum space, reads as

S
(3)
int = − e

∫
d4p′

(2π)4
d4p

(2π)4

[
ū(p′)γµu(p)Aµ(q)

− ϑ ū(p′)γ0γ5u(p)(p′ + p) ·A(q)
]
. (40)

Using the Gordon identities, the time-component for the
coupling is

ū(p′)γ0u(p)A0(q) =

= ū(p′)

[
ℓ0

2m
− iqµ
m

Σµ0− ϑ ℓ · q
2m

γ5

]
u(p)A0(q) , (41)

where qµ = p′µ − pµ and ℓ = p′µ + pµ are the photon’s
transfer and total 4-momentums, respectively. This cou-
pling is interpreted as the interaction energy between the
charge density and the scalar potential A0 ≡ V . In con-
figuration space, the ϑ-term in Eq. (41) for the electro-
static case becomes

−ϑ ℓ · q
2m

V γ5 = − iϑ

2m
(ℓ ·E) γ5 , (42)
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where q → −i∇, and E = −∇V . Thus, the elec-
tric dipole momentum emerges with ℓ · E, and the ra-
tio (ϑ/2m) modulates the LQG contribution to the elec-
tron’s electric dipole momentum.

From the spatial part, the current density is

ū(p′)
[
γ − ϑℓγ0γ5

]
u(p) ·A(q) =

= ū(p′)

[
ℓ

2m
− iqµ

m
Σµi +

ϑq0ℓ

2m
γ5

− iϑ(ℓ2−q2)

2m
Σ0iγ5−

ϑ2(q ·ℓ)q
2m

]
u(p)·A(q) . (43)

In coordinate space, the last term can be eliminated by
the Coulomb gauge, ∇ ·A = 0.
An important aspect arising from the Gordon decom-

position in Eq. (43) is the contribution to the electron’s
electric dipole moment (EDM). Specifically, it is asso-
ciated with the term proportional to Σ0iγ5. This term
defines an interaction action for the EDM in momentum
space such that

SEDM =

∫
d4p′

(2π)4
d4p

(2π)4
ū(p′) deΣ ·E(q)u(p) , (44)

where E(q) is the momentum space version of the electric
field,

Σ =

(
σ 0
0 σ

)
, (45)

and the EDM is

de =
ϑe

8m

(
ℓ2−q2

q0

)
=

ϑe

2m

(
p′ · p
q0

)
. (46)

The corresponding Lagrangian density is

LEDM = ū(p′) deΣ ·E(q)u(p) . (47)

The most recent experimental results for the EDM, ob-
tained by using electrons confined inside molecular ions
subjected to a huge intramolecular electric field, provide
an upper bound of de < 4.1× 10−30 e · cm [52]. We can
use this result to estimate a bound on the ϑ-parameter.
In order, the Eq. (46) can be written as

de =
ϑ e

2m

(
|p||p′| cosα

q0

)
≤ 4.1× 10−30 e · cm , (48)

where α is the angle between p and p′. From the Eqs.
(1) and (2), the ϑ-parameter is defined by

ϑ =
κ7
4L

(
ℓP
L

)Υf

ℓ2P , (49)

and from ref. [31] comes that κ7 = 37.5, Υf = −1, and
ℓp = 1.61 × 10−33 cm. Considering a energy scale at
|p| = |p′| = q0 = 1 MeV, and the electron mass of m =
0.5 MeV, we can illustrate our de values as a function of
the α-angle in the plot of the FIG. 1. Since all de values
in FIG. 1 are on the order of 10−33 e· cm, the EDM
predicted by this LQG model falls within the current
experimental limit of de < 4.1× 10−30 e· cm [52].

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5

0

1

2

3

α

d
e
(1
0
-
3
3
e·
cm

)

FIG. 1. Upper bounds on the de as function of the α-angle.
In this plot, we fix the momenta and the energy at the MeV
QED scale : |p| = |p′| = q0 = 1 MeV.

p′1

p1 p2

p′2

p′1−p1

FIG. 2. An e−e− tree-level elastic scattering involves in-
coming 4-momenta p1 and p2, and outgoing 4-momenta p′1
and p′2, mediated by a photon that transfers 4-momentum
p′1 − p1 = −(p′2 − p2) during the process.

VI. ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERACTION
BETWEEN FERMIONS

In this section, we aim to elucidate the implications
of the preceding electromagnetic current Gordon de-
composition structure by examining its influence on the
Coulomb potential. To achieve this, we analyze the in-
teraction between two fermions, as described by the solu-
tions in Eqs. (22) and (27), in a tree-level elastic scatter-
ing considering the possibility of spin-flip. The amplitude
of this process can be characterized by the Feynman di-
agram depicted in FIG. 2.
In this tree-level elastic scattering, the two fermions,

each with charges e1 and e2, possess incoming 4-momenta
denoted as p1

µ = (E1,p1) and p2
µ = (E1,p1), and

outgoing 4-momenta denoted as p′1
µ

= (E′
1,p

′
1) and

p′2
µ

= (E′
2,p

′
2), respectively. Furthermore, it is con-

venient for us to work in the center of mass reference
frame, with the parameterization in terms of the follow-
ing independent momenta: the transferred momentum,
q = p′1 − p1 = −(p′2 − p2), and the average momentum,
ℓ
2 =

(p′1+p1)
2 =

(p′2+p2)
2 . Through the conservation of en-

ergy and momentum, we have that q0 = 0 and q · ℓ = 0
to simplify the amplitude of FIG. 2.
In order to include spin and velocity corrections to

the potential, we shall employ the method described in
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[53, 54]. The prescription is that the potential, V , can be
obtained from the first Born approximation, i.e., by per-
forming the Fourier integral of the non-relativistic (NR)
amplitude,MNR, with respect to the transferred momen-
tum q,

V (x) = −
∫

d3q

(2π)3
MNRe

iq·x, (50)

whereMNR is related to the relativistic Feynman ampli-
tude,M, according to the conventions of [55], through

MNR =
1√
2E1

1√
2E′

1

1√
2E2

1√
2E′

2

M. (51)

The amplitude M is obtained by applying Feynman
rules, incorporating the fields, interaction vertices, and
propagators. In the case to be considered here, it can
be rewritten asM∼ J(1)⟨prop⟩J(2), where J(1) and J(2)
represent the sources/currents, and ⟨prop⟩ denotes the
propagator, with the possible Lorentz indices of the rep-
resentations being omitted. Therefore, taking the photon
propagator in the Feynman gauge,

⟨AµAν⟩ = i
ηµν
q2

, (52)

for the process in FIG. 2 we have the amplitude

iM = −e1e2Jµ(1)⟨AµAν⟩J
µ
(2)

= −e1e2ū(p′1)γµu(p1)⟨AµAν⟩ū(p′2)γνu(p2), (53)

with Jµ here denoting the vector current of the model
given by Eq. (32) in the momentum space. Then, utiliz-
ing the continuity equation qµJ

µ = 0 and q0 = 0, in the
NR limit yields

MNR = −e1e2
q2

Jµ(1)J(2)µ

4E1E2

= −e1e2
q2

J0
(1)J

0
(2) − J(1) · J(2)

4E1E2
. (54)

Expressing both J0
(1) and J(1) in terms of their re-

spective Gordon decompositions and positive energy so-
lutions, Eqs. (22) and (27), in the NR limit,

uNR(p1) ≈
√
2m

 χ1

σ · p1 − ϑp2
1

2m
χ1

 (55)

and

ūNR(p
′
1) ≈

√
2m

(
χ′
1
†
, χ′

1
†σ · p′

1 − ϑp′
1
2

2m

)
, (56)

with spin up and down respectively given by

χ1 =

(
1
0

)
and χ1 =

(
0
1

)
(57)

and the same for Dirac’s conjugate solution with

χ′
1
†
= (1, 0) and χ′

1
†
= (0, 1) , (58)

together the conditions of elastic scattering, we obtain

J0
(1)=

[
2m1+

1

8m1
(ℓ2+7q2)

]
δ1+

3

4m1
i(q×ℓ)·⟨S1⟩ (59)

and

J(1)=

[
1+

(q2−ℓ2)
16m2

1

]
ℓδ1−2iεijkqj⟨S1k⟩+ϑ(ℓ2−q2)⟨S1⟩,

(60)

where we defined the quantities

χ′
1
†
χ1 = δ1, (61)

χ′
1
†σ

2
χ1 = ⟨S1⟩. (62)

To express J0
(2) and J(2), one simply needs to replace the

index 1 with 2 in Eqs. (59) and (60), as well as replace
the momenta q and ℓ with−q and−ℓ, respectively. With
these result and still in the NR limit, one can write the
expression for the Coulomb potential in the form

V (x) = e1e2

{[
5

16

(
1

m2
1

+
1

m2
2

)
δ1δ2 −

2

3

⟨S1⟩ · ⟨S2⟩
m1m2

+
ϑ

m1m2

(
⟨S1⟩ × ⟨S2⟩

)
·∇
]
δ(3)(x)

+
δ1δ2
4π|x|

[
1 +

ℓ2

4m1m2
− ℓ2

(
1

m2
1

+
1

m2
2

)]
− ϑ

4π|x|
ℓ2

m1m2
ℓ ·
(
⟨S2⟩δ1 − ⟨S1⟩δ2

)
+

Qij

4π|x|2
⟨S1,i⟩⟨S2,j⟩
m1m2

− L

4|x|3
·
[
δ1⟨S2⟩

(
3

4m2
2

+
1

m1m2

)
+ 1↔ 2

]
+

ϑℓ2

4πm1m2|x|3
x ·
(
⟨S2⟩ × ⟨S1⟩

)}
, (63)

where L = x× ℓ
2 is the angular momentum and Qij =

δij−3xixj

|x|2 .

As anticipated in Section V, the linear contributions
in the ϑ parameter are explicitly calculated and we pay
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attention to the Coulomb-like term in ϑ with dependence
on the spin. Also, it is worth to highlight the spin cor-
rection coming from the ϑ-contribution to the contact
term.

In the case of the e−e− scattering, m1 = m2 = me and
e1 = e2 = e, with me and e being the electron mass and
charge, respectively. Then, in the situation of an e−e−

scattering with spin-flip, both δ1 and δ2 are trivial. In
this sense, the potential given by Eq. (63) assumes the
form

V (x) =
e2

4π|x|2

Qij⟨S1,i⟩⟨S2,j⟩+ϑℓ2x̂·
(
⟨S2⟩×⟨S1⟩

)
m2
e


+
ϑe2

m2
e

(
⟨S1⟩ × ⟨S2⟩

)
·∇δ(3)(x). (64)

In the case where the e−e− scattering does not have the
spin-flip, δ1 = δ2 and ⟨S1⟩ = ⟨S2⟩, and the Eq. (63)
reduces to

V (x) =
e2

4π|x|

(
1− 7ℓ2

4m2
e

)
δ21

+
e2

m2
e

[(
5δ1δ2
8
− 2⟨S1⟩ · ⟨S2⟩

3

)
δ(3)(x)

+
Qij⟨S1,i⟩⟨S2,j⟩

4π|x|2
− 7δ1

8|x|3
L · ⟨S2⟩

]
. (65)

The contribution from LQG arises specifically in scenar-
ios involving scattering without spin-flip, as outlined in
Eq. (64). Notably, this contribution does not take into
account the typical Coulomb-like term. The Coulombian
interaction, being a gauge interaction, preserves the chi-
rality of the particles. Hence, it follows that, in the ab-
sence of spin-flip, as Eq. (65) shows, Coulomb potential
comes out.

VII. THE COUPLING WITH THE EM FIELD
AND THE NON-RELATIVISTIC HAMILTONIAN

The gauge principle applied to the Eq. (3) means to
introduce the minimal coupling with the EM field via the
usual redefinition of the 4-momentum pµ 7−→ pµ − eAµ
in which the modified Dirac Eq. (1) is given by[
γµ (pµ−eAµ) + ϑ (p− eA)

2
γ0γ5−m

]
u(p) = 0 . (66)

Using the previous notation for the u-amplitude in the
momentum space, i.e., u = (ua ub)

t, the system of Eqs.
in (66) is read as

(E−eϕ−m)ua−
[
σ ·(p−eA)−ϑ (p−eA)

2
]
ub=0, (67a)

(E−eϕ+m)ub−
[
σ ·(p−eA)−ϑ (p−eA)

2
]
ua=0. (67b)

From (67b), we have the relation

ub =
σ · (p− eA)− ϑ (p− eA)

2

E − eϕ+m
ua , (68)

that allows us to write the spinor u(p) in the form

u(p) =

 1

σ · (p− eA)− ϑ (p− eA)
2

E − eϕ+m

ua . (69)

In the non-relativistic regime, the linear momentum is
p ≪ m, and the dominant energy term is of the order
of the rest energy of the particle, that is, E ≈ m. The
kinetic and potential energy are much smaller than the
rest energy, that is, the approximation eϕ≪ m is valid in
the previous relations. Therefore, the relations between
the Eqs. (68) and (69) are simplified as

ub ≈
σ · π − ϑπ2

2m
ua , (70a)

uNR(p) ≈

 1

σ · π − ϑπ2

2m

ua , (70b)

where π ≡ p− eA. Substituting Eq. (70a) in Eq. (67a),
the Eq. (67a) is so written in the form ENRu = (E −
m)u = Hu, in which ENR is the energy of a particle, and
H is the Hamiltonian operator in the NR limit:

H = eϕ+

(
σ · π − ϑπ2

)2
2m

. (71)

The kinetic term yields the operator(
σ ·π−ϑπ2

)2
=(σ ·π)2+ϑ2π4−ϑπ2 (σ · π)−ϑ (σ ·π)π2,

(72)
in which new terms as π4 and π2 (σ · π) emerge with the
ϑ-parameter. We use the following relations

(π · σ)2 = (p− eA)
2 − eσ ·B , (73a)

π2 (σ · π) = (σ · π)π2 + eσ · ∂tE
+2e2σ · [A× (p×A)] , (73b)

for a magnetic field (B), in whichB = ∇×A. Therefore,
the Hamiltonian operator is

H = eϕ+
(p− eA)

2

2m
− e

2m
σ ·B

− ϑ

m
(σ · π) (p− eA)

2 − ϑ e

2m
σ · ∂tE

− ϑe2

m
σ · [A× (p×A)] +

ϑ2

2m
π4 . (74)

In the particular case of a weak and homogeneous mag-
netic field, the vector potential is A = (B × x)/2, and
we can neglect quadratic terms in A. Thereby, we can
approximate the terms

π2 ≈ p2 − e(B ·L) , (75a)

π4 ≈ p4 − 2ep2 (B ·L) , (75b)

σ · [A× (p×A)] ≈ 0 , (75c)

σ · (p− eA)(p− eA)2 ≈ −ep2B · (r × S)

+
1

2
(S · p)

(
p2 − eB ·L

)
, (75d)
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where we have used that S = σ/2. Under these condi-
tions, the Hamiltonian operator is

H = eϕ+
p2

2m

[
1 + 2ϑ

(
eB · (x× S)− 2S · p

)
+ ϑ2

(
p2 − 2B ·L

) ]
− e

2m
(L+ 2S) ·B

− ϑ e

m
S · ∂tE +

2ϑ e

m
(B ·L) (S · p) . (76)

The term S · ∂tE is projection of the electric field on
the spin direction. It emerges from the Faraday law, and
expresses the electric dipole momentum variable with the
time. In the case of a electrostatic field, as the Coulomb
electric field, this term is null. The other terms have
contribution of the uniform magnetic field, of the linear
momentum, and also of angular momentum (L) for the
NR particle.

VIII. RENORMALIZABILITY

The presence of a ∇2 in the modified Dirac action in-
troduces a higher-order space derivative. Besides gauge
symmetry, causality, and renormalizability, that are fun-
damental ingredients of a consistent quantum field the-
ory can be checked in this model. From the discussions
in Section II and IV, respectively, we see that there are
configurations in which tachyon modes are avoided, and
that U(1) gauge symmetry is ensured if minimal coupling
with the EM field is introduced . The missing point,
regarding renormalizability, is a relevant discussion and
let us take into consideration the fact that the modified
fermion propagator given by Eq. (7) becomes more con-
vergent with respect to the usual case of QED. Thus, we
conclude that the model is super-renormalizable. This is
the matter discussed in the present Section.

The ultraviolet behavior of the modified fermion prop-
agator in the Eq. (7) goes with ∼ 1/p2. Thereby, we
obtain that the superficial degree of divergence of the
primitively divergent diagrams is given by

δgraph = 4− Eγ − Eψ − VQED , (77)

where Eγ and Eψ are the number of external photonic
and the fermionic lines, respectively, and VQED is the
usual QED vertex with two fermionic lines, one photonic
line, and without momentum. Since that VQED appears
with a negative coefficient, the conclusion is in favor to a
super-renormalizability model from the point of view of
a quantum field theory. This unexpected result is conse-
quence of the behavior of the modified fermion propaga-
tor given by Eq. (7) in the ultraviolet regime.

IX. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we study the solutions of a modified
Dirac equation by the effects of the LQG, and it cou-

pling with the EM field through the U(1) gauge symme-
try. The modification of the Dirac action is due to pres-
ence of a length scale (ϑ) introduced by the LQG, where
the Dirac kinetic term contains the higher order deriva-
tive term ϑ ψ̄γ0γ5 ∇2ψ. We obtain the plane solutions
in the momentum space associated with the positive and
negative energies for the modified Dirac operator. These
solutions express an asymmetry in these solutions due
to Lorentz symmetry breaking induced by the ϑ-length
scale. This is the consequence of the asymmetry for the
frequencies associated with the fermion dispersion rela-
tions. The group velocity for fermions is showed for the
positive energy solution. The fermion propagator in this
LSV scenario is obtained in the momentum space. In the
ultraviolet regime, the propagator has an improved be-
havior in which it goes to zero with the squared inverse
of the momentum (∼ 1/k2).

The U(1) global symmetry in the LQG Dirac ac-
tion motivates us to calculate the correspondent con-
served current through the Noether theorem. The term
ϑ ψ̄γ0γ5 ∇2ψ with the Laplacian operator implies that
the spatial-component for the conserved current is al-
tered with new terms that depend on the ϑ-parameter,
whereas that time-component is unaltered. The next
step is so to investigate the U(1) local symmetry of this
theory. The minimal coupling with the electromagnetic
(EM) field preserves the U(1) local transformation, that
leads us to a QED emerged from the LQG. Thereby, we
study the coupling of the conserved current with the EM
field through the Gordon identity. New terms emerge
in the current that can be interpreted as contributions
to the lepton’s electric dipole momentum due exclusively
to the ϑ-length scale. Afterwards, we obtain the non-
relativistic limit in the Dirac equation, where the Hamil-
tonian for the NR particle acquires terms that depend
on the spin and orbital angular momentum projected on
the uniform magnetic field, and also the projection on the
particle linear momentum. A new term that depends on
the interaction of the electric dipole momentum emerges
in the NR limit. All these new effects are removed when-
ever ϑ→ 0.

Also, to render clearer the terms that appear after car-
rying out the Gordon decomposition of the electric mag-
netic current, we have devoted special attention to the
calculation of the e−e− interparticle potential and the
linear corrections in the ϑ parameter shows us how LQG
effects correct the usual spin- and velocity-dependent
contributions present in the potential.

To end up, we briefly investigate the power-counting
renormalizability of the model. Since the fermion prop-
agator exhibits a more convergent ultraviolet behavior,
D−1 ∼ 1/k2, the model becomes super-renormalizable.
Thus, this conclusion motivates us to investigate new ef-
fects of this modified QED, such as the corrections to the
g−2 factor for the electron and muon, which are decisive
precision measurements in QED. Furthermore, the study
of the scalar sector and of the EM modified by the LQG,
as described in the Ref. [31], are interesting challenges
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for a forthcoming project. As a perspective, it is worth
noting that one can explore the effects of the Hamilto-
nian in Eq. (76) on spectral lines, e.g., of the Hydrogen
atom.
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